
Internet 

Internet is a global network that connects billions of computers across the world with each 

other and to the World Wide Web. It uses standard internet protocol suite (TCP/IP) to 

connect billions of computer users worldwide. It is set up by using cables such as optical 

fibers and other wireless and networking technologies. At present, internet is the fastest mean 

of sending or exchanging information and data between computers across the world. 

 

It is believed that the internet was developed by "Defense Advanced Projects Agency" 

(DARPA) department of the United States. And, it was first connected in 1969. 

Uses of the internet 

Generally speaking, the Internet may be used to exchange information with people all over 

the world, communicate across great distances, and locate information or answers fast on 

almost any subject. 

Here are some examples of specific uses for the Internet: 

o Using social media and content sharing. 

o Instant messaging, video conferencing, Internet Relay Chat (IRC), Internet telephony, and 

email are all examples of electronic communication. These all are used through the Internet. 

o Access to online degree programs, courses, and workshops for education and self-

improvement. 

o Searching for jobs: To advertise available positions, submit job applications, and hire 

candidates identified on social networking sites like LinkedIn, both employers and applicants 

use the Internet. 



History of the Internet 

The forerunner of the Internet, the ARPANet, went live for the first time in 1969. The 

TCP/IP, open networking protocol suite, was adopted by the ARPANet in 1983, and the 

National Science Foundation Network (NSFN) developed the network to link university 

computer science departments across the US in 1985. 

When the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) was developed in 1989, it enabled different 

computer platforms to connect to the same Internet sites, which dramatically improved 

communications over the network. The Mosaic Web browser was developed in 1993. 

Over the years of its existence, the Internet has remained a constant growth and development. 

For instance, IPv6 was created to provide for a significant future rise in the number of IP 

addresses that could be used. In a related development, the Internet of Things (IoT) refers to 

the rapidly developing environment where nearly any entity or device can be given a unique 

identifier (UID) and the capability to communicate data automatically over the Internet. 

Advantages of the Internet: 

o Instant Messaging: You can send messages or communicate to anyone using internet, such 

as email, voice chat, video conferencing, etc. 

o Get directions: Using GPS technology, you can get directions to almost every place in a city, 

country, etc. You can find restaurants, malls, or any other service near your location. 

o Online Shopping: It allows you to shop online such as you can be clothes, shoes, book movie 

tickets, railway tickets, flight tickets, and more. 

o Pay Bills: You can pay your bills online, such as electricity bills, gas bills, college fees, etc. 

o Online Banking: It allows you to use internet banking in which you can check your balance, 

receive or transfer money, get a statement, request cheque-book, etc. 

o Online Selling: You can sell your products or services online. It helps you reach more 

customers and thus increases your sales and profit. 

o Work from Home: In case you need to work from home, you can do it using a system with 

internet access. Today, many companies allow their employees to work from home. 

o Entertainment: You can listen to online music, watch videos or movies, play online games. 

o Cloud computing: It enables you to connect your computers and internet-enabled devices to 

cloud services such as cloud storage, cloud computing, etc. 

o Career building: You can search for jobs online on different job portals and send you CV 

through email if required. 
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